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36" and 48"-wide by 68" tall laminate-clad wardrobe-style mobile storage 
cabinets with lockable doors. Cabinets are rated to hold up to 100 lbs. per 
shelf, not to exceed 600 lbs. total weight in excess of cabinet weight. 
 
End Panels 
End panels are 1" thick medium density particleboard surfaced with thermo-
fused laminate on both sides for balanced construction and to minimize 
warping.  All end panels are edge banded top, bottom, front and back with 
2mm PVC.  Machined for adjustable shelves on 32mm centers.  
 
Top & Bottom 
Top and Bottoms are 1" thick medium density particleboard surfaced with 
thermo-fused laminate on both sides for balanced construction and to 
minimize warping. Tops and bottoms are edge banded on both ends, front 
and back with 2mm PVC. 
  
Back Panel 
Back panel is 1" woodback thermofused melamine. 
 
Interior Notes 
13" wide hanging space includes single metal rod for hanging, located 5" 
from the top. 10"x8" glass mirror afixed with 4 standoff fasteners. 
All adjustable shelves are 1" thick medium density particle surfaced with 
thermo-fused laminate on both sides for balanced construction and to 
minimize warping.  Shelves are edge banded front and back with 2mm PVC. 
 
Casters 
Twin-wheel casters with high load capacity and easy movement with high 
load situations. Fiberglass reinforced plastic housing, high graded TPU tread, 
total lock type (w/brake, EUB-75). 3in. DIA [75mm]  x 2.63in. Wide [67mm] x 4 
in. Height [102mm] grey casters are fastened to the bottom of cabinet using 
5/16"-18 fully threaded extra wide truss head screw bolts at all 4 corners of 
the 2.5in. X 2.5in. square mounting plate.  
 
File Drawer 
File drawers constructed of birch-ply, faced with thermofused melamine 
drawer front. Overall size 10" (254mm) x 33" (838mm) outer width x 12" (305) 
inner depth. 
 
Compliance 
> Tested to applicable ANSI/BIFMA Furniture Standards 
> MAS Certified Green, certificate #MAS1800444
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Wardrobe 
Shelves

MODEL DESCRIPTION HEIGHT " WIDTH " DEPTH "

ALTW-3668 36"-wide, Wardrobe, casters 68.0" 36.0" 24.0"
ALTW-4868 48"-wide, Wardrobe, casters 68.0" 48.0" 24.0"

* Approximate max. door opening with both doors open: 36"-wide models = 56"; 48"-wide models = 68".
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Wardrobe 
Shelves w/File Drawer

MODEL DESCRIPTION HEIGHT " WIDTH " DEPTH "

ALTWFD-3668 36"-wide, Wardrobe w/file drawer, casters 68.0" 36.0" 24.0"
ALTWFD-4868 48"-wide, Wardrobe w/file drawer, casters 68.0" 48.0" 24.0"

* Approximate max. door opening with both doors open: 36"-wide models = 56"; 48"-wide models = 68".
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